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Those who do not read the Bible need to start, and those who read it and don't understand it, also need to get tuned up.

As the many inhabitants in Hell -- that is, the jurisdiction of the sea, have tried to find "narratives" (lies) to serve themselves and their corporations (more lies), I have heard about every excuse imaginable for treason and bad faith and gross breach of trust.

I have also heard no end of claims being made by would-be charlatans and patsies and people who are merely confused--- for example:

(1) I own the world because I have the DNA of the Ancient Egyptian Royal Family ("King Tut");

(2) I own the world because "Marduk" named me as his Successor (that's Kim Goguen's Schtick);

(3) I own the world because I am the inheritor of a Treaty with King George or Pope Innocent;

(4) I own the world because I won a court case;

(5) I own the world because I have DNA inherited from the Elohim;

(6) I own the world because I have the initials "TVM"....

The Truth is that the Creator owns everything and always did.
Mankind was given dominion over the Earth to act as a Caretaker of it, and was not given the authority to destroy it. Man's own creations -- corporations, governments, etc. -- are obviously not given authority to destroy the Earth, either.

Now, please pay attention, the Creator did not condone or approve of what the Fallen Angels did here by taking and mating with women; their offspring, the Nephilim, were not blessed and are not a legitimate part of Creation.

So anyone on Earth claiming to have the DNA of the Elohim is admitting to being related to the Fallen and the Nephilim, and they have less than no claim to own anything here.

At best, they are refugees displaced from their natural realm by their own choices, or hybrids that do not have a God-created body, and therefore, cannot be Inheritors.

Part of the current crime against Humanity has the same effect -- defacing the God-creation with a polluted unnatural genome, thanks to injected mRNA.

The Faithful Angels continue to incarnate on Earth energetically, but there is no physical DNA specifically related to them, because they didn't mate with women. They left no Nephilim offspring as a result and did nothing to pollute the pure God-created genome.

Adam and Eve both had God-created bodies and a God-created genome, but over the years this has been degraded and altered.

Mankind originally had 12-strand DNA. Now it has two-strand DNA.

Originally, mankind could live indefinitely. Now, the lifespan of mankind has been limited to 120 years by artificially "capping" Chromosome 2.

Likewise, mankind could not have cancer or many other modern diseases, because their original DNA included active cancer and poison suppressor genes.

We can say this with certainty because of the Biblical records and the fossil records and scientific evidence of gene editing and gene splicing that is evident today.

So wrong-headed has Mankind been, that instead of being Caretakers, they and their corporations have willy-nilly experimented with the building blocks of creation -- with no respect for and no understanding of -- the sacred and immutable nature of Creation.
They have committed atrocities including the murder of millions upon millions of babies. They have created man-pigs, man-dogs, man-reptiles, and more. They have become addicted to a diet of blood. They have practiced every kind of abomination on the Earth and they have not only failed to repent, they've increased their infamy and their offenses against Creation and the Creator, whom the Sons of Cain, the Elders of Zion and Fathers of Cities, call the Primal Creator.

Men have thoughtlessly broken the First and Second Great Commandments, to have no other gods, and to make no idols or other graven images—and slowly, stupidly, mankind has again fallen into the worship of Satan, Mammon (Money), and Baphomet, and have consigned themselves and their sons and daughters to Hell on Earth, in the jurisdiction of the sea.

When I come to them and say, "No, this is all wrong. Pay attention and come home to the land and soil jurisdiction. Repent all this wrong-doing and live as free men."

Then those who have thrown away their birthright or let it be stolen from them, want to argue with me. They are miserable and they are beaten, their own public servants rob them, they have no freedom; they are the prey of every kind of "agency" and dimly they realize that the world is upside down.

They have no explanation for this. They want to fight, but haven't bothered to analyze the problem. They run in all directions like so many cockroaches fleeing the light. They come up with all kinds of theories about this situation, and gurus swarm like flies in August, ready to lead many astray.

Still, we stand here, we few who hold the truth to be self-evident.
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